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Happy together at the spring
dinner of PolyU (Western
Canada) Association.

The Steering Group of PolyU Association
in San Francisco generously contributes
US$1,400 to support the University’s Tree/
Chair/Brick Sponsorship Programme.

PolyU (Australia) Association raised AUD$2,000 donations
for tsunami victims during their spring dinner.

Mainland graduates and students get together

T he University hosted the first-ever reunion dinner gathering

for its mainland graduates and students in Beijing on

12 March. The happy occasion was graced by the presence

of President Prof. Poon Chung-kwong and senior representatives of

the University’s six collaborating partners, i.e. Beijing International

Studies University, Graduate School of the Chinese Academy of

Sciences, Motorola University (China), Nankai University, Peking

University and Renmin University of China.

To celebrate PolyU’s successful partnership with Xi’an Jiatong

University, another dinner gathering was held in Xi’an on 23 April.

Thanks to this partnership, the Xi’an Tongli International College

has been established as PolyU’s fourth and newest outpost on the

mainland.

The University has further scheduled a dinner gathering for

graduates and students in Shenzhen in June 2005. The event will

also celebrate the 5th anniversary of the Hong Kong Young

Industrialists Council Executive Training Centre (Shenzhen), which

is a unit of the University’s Shenzhen Research Institute. For

details, please see http://www.polyu.edu.hk/alumni or call the

Alumni Affairs and Development Office on (852) 2766 4881.

D eputy President Mr Alexander

Tzang travelled far earlier on to

meet with members of two

overseas PolyU associations in Canada and

a steering group in the US. During the

v i s i t s ,  he  in t roduced the  recen t

developments of the University, and also

thanked the members for their enthusiastic

support.

Mrs Pauline Tsang, President of PolyU (Eastern Canada) Association,
presents a special brick as souvenir to Mr Tzang.


